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11. (a) The crank and connecting rod of a petrol engine, running at 1800

rpm are 5O mm and 2O0 mm respectively. The diameter of tl:e piston

is 80 mm and tl.e mass of the reciprocating parts is 1 kg- at a point

during the power stroke, the pressure on the piston:ig"9i7 N/'qroz,

when it has moved 1O mm from the inner dead centrd Determine frre

net load on the gudgeon pin, thrust on the connectin"lp4oaill,.5pcti$n

between the piston and cylinder and the engt49,=sfeo,d &t,yhrc!r.,.*re

above values beeome zero. '"',

12. (a)

flywheel. (16)

Four masses I

(b) A three cylinder single acting engine has its cranks,,get;equally at

120" and it runs at 6o0 r.p.m. The torque vs;''br,ank alagle diagram for

each cycle is a triangle for the power stroke with'a:qlsHmum torque

of 9o N-m at 6Oo from dead centre of corresponding crank. The

torque on return stroke is sensibly zero. Determine the power

developed, co-efficient of fluctuation of speed, if tl.e mass of the

flywheel is 12 kg and a rqdii" *gg,gtion of 80 mm, co-efficient

fluctuation of energr and lma:gimum ffigular acceleration of the
t),',,,,,,,,, i. .,i l
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i'giVen Wtbw to be balanced.A,B,C J as*ven:::b€Iow are

t,A ","' c D

Mass {Kg}.'i ,1:,, '30 50 50

Radius (mdt} "',180''' 240 120 150

The planes containing masses B and c are 300 mm apart. The angle

between planes containing B and c is 90". B and c make angles of

2100 and 120" respectively with D in the same sense. Find the

mapnit$tb.and the angUlar positions of mass A and the position of

plaire*fl an-d D.r:, (16)
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' ifib pranks,,,atid connecting rods of a four cylinder in-line engine

,,,.'"' "' th" cylinders are spaced 150 mm apart. If the cylinders are
:,'i.

;i ' ,,.". nutrber.eti 1 to 4 in sequence from one end, the cranks appear at

'.,,,. i:,,:" 
i*+er,tgl; of 90' in an end view in the order of l'4-2-3' The

r-eciprocating mass corresponding to each 
- 
cylinder is 1'5 kg

iit*irmin" the unbalanced primary and secondar5r forces, if any, and
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